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I.

Project Location and Investment Mapping
I.A.

Project Categorization Scheme Examples

Table C.1 displays examples of the project categorization schemes employed by MPOs in EJ benefits and
burdens analyses.
Table C.1 Select Examples of Project Categories Used by MPOs for Benefits and Burdens Analysis

MPOs
Project Categories
Green Bay Area  Road
MPO
 Bridge
 Rail
 Intersection
 Sidewalk, Bikes, Public Transit Access
Madison Area
 Major Roadway and Transit System
Transportation
Expansion (interchange, bridge
Board
capacity expansion, intersection
improvement, study, corridor studies,
freeway expressway, arterial, local
roads, future bus rapid transit)
 Roadway Preservation, Transportation
System Management and Safety
Projects (intersection or bridge;
roadway)
 Bicycle / Pedestrian (shared use paths,
on street facilities)
Metropolitan
 List of projects (resurfacing, bridge,
Area Planning
reconstruction, transit capital, road
Agency
widening, road improvement,
signalization, ITS)
Puget Sound
Regional
Council,
Washington

Wichita Area
MPO













Bicycle / pedestrian
Highway capacity improvement
Multimodal capacity
Preservation
Safety/efficiency
Transit capital and expansion
Transit vehicles/equipment
Other
Preservation
Modernization
Expansion

Type of Analysis
 Mapping of projects
 Qualitative discussion of project
impacts




Mapping of projects
Qualitative discussion of impacts



Proximity analysis – Number of
LRTP Projects and funding amount
Proximity analysis – Number of
transit projects
Qualitative discussion of impacts
Online TIP Web Map
Proximity analysis - Number of
projects in transit shed and
funding amount









Mapping of projects
Proximity analysis - Number of
projects and amount of funding
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SEDA-COG

HATS



















Lancaster
County








Bridge
General Maintenance
Highway
Interstate Maintenance
ITS
New Alignment
Rail Grade Crossing
Bridge Removal
Rest Area
Safety
Study
Bridge (preservation, rehabilitation or
replacement)
Roadway / Highway
Intermodal (BRT, park and ride,
railroad crossing)
Bike/Pedestrian
Interstate Maintenance (capacity
improvements, reduce congestion and
delays, improve safety and traffic
environmental effects)
Transit (services, equipment, station
relocation)
Bridge (preservation, rehabilitation or
replacement)
Congestion (widening, intersection
improvements, interchange, ITS)
Highway (preservation, repaving,
drainage to extend life)
Safety (major highway interchange, atgrade rail crossing, unsignalized
intersection; pedestrian
improvements on a high speed
corridor).
Smart Growth/Transportation
Alternatives (pedestrian, rail trail,
traffic calming, traffic studies)
















Mapping of “locatable” TYP and
LRTP projects
Use of “thresholds” at census
tract level – four population area
categories
Proximity analysis – Amount of
transportation investment funding
Spending by roadway mileage
Qualitative discussion of impacts
for select projects
Mapping of projects
Use of “Thresholds” for EJ
indicators by block group
Proximity analysis – Number of
projects and amount of funding
Qualitative discussion of impacts
for select projects, particularly
takings

Mapping of projects
Use of “threshold” for IPD
indicators by tract
Proximity analysis – Number of
projects and amount of funding in
IPD census tracts
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York County
MPO










Road Maintenance – Road/highway
reconstruction, widening,
preservation, resurfacing and
rehabilitation
Bridge - Restoration, replacement,
rehabilitation and preservation
Interstate – Reconstruction, widening,
interchange improvements,
resurfacing and rehabilitation
Congestion Reduction – Intersection
and signal improvements
Bicycle/Pedestrian – Shared use paths,
safe crossings and lane markings
Safety - Intersection safety
improvements
Study – Crossing studies



Proximity analysis - Number of
projects
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I.B.

Investment Distribution Mapping Analysis (Instructions)

1. Required data:
a. Multi-modal Project Management System (MPMS) Draft TIP Projects Point Shapefile
(Download from the PennDOT One Map’s website:
https://www.dot7.state.pa.us/OneMap)
b. Multi-modal Project Management System (MPMS) Draft TIP Projects Line Shapefile
(Download from the PennDOT One Map’s website:
https://www.dot7.state.pa.us/OneMap)
c. Data used in Appendix A Section II and the maps produced in Appendix A Sections II.A.2
and II.A.3
2. Compiling the MPMS Line Data for Analysis
a. Get the needed MPMS Projects line data for undertaking the funding distribution
analysis.
b. In some cases, the MPMS line data may not correspond to the Draft TIP Report and may
require manipulation for the purpose of this analysis. The York County MPMS line
dataset, which was used for producing this example, also did not correspond to the
YAMPO Draft TIP Report, while the MPMS point data did correspond to the Draft TIP
Report. This was because MPMS point data was a multipoint shapefile with 94 records
(hence, some records in it had multiple points on the map), while the line data had 148
records with each record having only one line on the map. Overall, the total number of
points in the point data was equal to the total number of lines in the line data such that
each point corresponded to a line in the line data. But points in the point data were
often grouped together into a single record as per the project details while the lines in
the line data were not.
Understanding this relationship between the two datasets, the lines in the line data
were also grouped with respect to the points data as the latter was used to create the
region’s Draft TIP Map. See Figure C.1 below for the steps undertaken to accomplish this
task.
The output from these steps will be a line dataset known as “TIP_Line” that is reconciled
with the Draft TIP report. We will use this dataset for creating 500 ft. buffer around
projects in Section I.B.4.
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Figure C.1 Structuring the MPMS Projects Line Data as per the Already-Structured Point Data

Divide the MPMS Line Data into two datasets
PROJECT_ID is UNIQUE
in the Points dataset

PROJECT_ID is NOT UNIQUE
in the Points dataset

Dissolve corresponding line data
by PROJECT_ID

Dissolve corresponding data by
PROJECT_ID and geographical
location of features with respect
to the Points Dataset

Merge both the datasets and export the output
as a new feature class named “TIP_Line”

3. MPMS Draft TIP projects – Unique Symbols map
a. Make a unique symbols map for the MPMS projects by classifying the projects into the
following six categories as per the Draft TIP Map based on the PROJECT_1 field in the
data:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Road Maintenance - Highway reconstruction, highway restoration and 409
expanded maintenance projects.
Bicycle/Pedestrian - Bicycle/Pedestrian projects.
Bridges - Bridge preservation, bridge restoration and bridge replacement projects.
Congestion Reduction - Congestion reduction projects.
Interstate - Interstate maintenance program projects.
Safety Improvement - Safety improvement projects.
Study – Study phase projects.

Use the point data to depict Bridges, Congestion Reduction, Bicycle/Pedestrian and
Study projects and the TIP_Line data to depict Road Maintenance, Interstate and Safety
projects.
b. Superimpose the MPMS projects unique symbols map over the percent minority
population map from Appendix A Section II.A.2 to produce the MPMS projects by
minority map.
c. Overlay the MPMS projects unique symbols map on the percent below poverty
population map from Appendix A Section II.A.2 to make the MPMS projects by poverty
map.
4. MPMS project funding by minority population - Table
a. Estimating Percent Area of Project Buffers by Minority Intervals – Using the TIP_Line
feature class from Section I.B.2, we will now create 500 ft. buffers around each project
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feature. Then we will calculate the percent area of a buffer that falls within a block
group using the MIN_bg feature class. Then, based upon the minority interval that a
block group belongs to, we will calculate the percent area of a project buffer that falls
within a minority interval category. Figure C.2 below gives a detailed step-by-step
methodology for undertaking this process.
The data exported into Excel in Figure C.2 will have the percent area of a project buffer
that falls in a minority interval along with the respective project’s total funding amount.
Table C.2 below gives an example of how this exported data will look for a TIP project.
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Figure C.2 Estimating Percent Area of Project Buffers by Minority lnterval - Step by Step Methodology

Open the TIP_Line data (from Section I.B.2) in GIS
Buffer
 Create 500-feet buffers around each line in the data
Result: The output feature class will contain buffers for each feature in the line data.

Make Feature Layer
Add a new field called “TOTALPER” in the output data for percent area of a project buffer. Give it
a value of 100 for each record.
 Run the Make Feature Layer tool on this dataset. CHECK ON the “Use Ratio Policy” on the
TOTALPER field.
Result: A new project buffer layer will be created in the ArcMap session. This layer should be used as an
input in the next step.


Intersect
 Intersect the above output with the MIN_bg feature class from Appendix A Section II.A.2.c
Result: Each record in the output is a piece of buffer divided along the block group boundaries. Here, the
TOTALPER field represents the area of this piece of buffer as a percent of the total original buffer.

Dissolve
Create a new field called “MP_GEOID” in the intersect output. Compute it by concatenating the
Project_MP and GEOID fields.
 Dissolve the data by MP_GEOID field such that
 TOTALPER field is aggregated by summation
 FIRST value is taken for other fields
Result: This step is to aggregate pieces of buffer that pertain to the same project and block group. The
output data will have only one piece of buffer for a particular project and block group pair. Here, the
TOTALPER field represents the total area of a piece of buffer that falls in a block group.


Dissolve
Create a new field named “MP_MININT” in the output data. Compute it by concatenating the
Project_MP and MIN_INTERVAL fields.
 Dissolve the data by MP_MININT such that
 Population and percentage area fields are aggregated by summation
 FIRST value is taken for other fields
Result: Each record in this output is a piece of buffer that belongs to a particular project and minority
interval such that there is only one record for a particular project /minority interval pair. TOTALPER field
here represents the total area of a piece of buffer that falls in a minority interval.


Export the Dataset into Excel
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b. Organizing the data in Excel i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

Copy the exported data (from Figure C.2) in a new tab named “TOTALPER_MININT”
for stating the percent area of a project buffer by minority intervals such that a
project is represented by a row and minority intervals are represented by columns.
Table C.3 below shows how the TOTALPER field looks after the re-organization for
PROJECT_MP = 194567 from Table C.2. This can be done for all the projects
together by using the Subtotal command by PROJECT_MP after sorting the data by
PROJECT_MP column in excel.
Note: Percent area of individual buffer pieces of a project may not
always add up to 100. This will happen in cases where a part of a
project’s buffer extends outside the region’s boundary.
Copy the exported data into another new tab named “ESTCOST_MININT” for
calculating project funding amounts by minority intervals for each project such that
a project is represented by a row and minority intervals are given by columns. See
Table C.4 below for how the computation appears for PROJECT_MP = 194567. This
can be done for all the projects together by using the Subtotal command by
PROJECT_MP after sorting the data by PROJECT_MP field. Here, project funding
amounts by minority intervals is computed by multiplying TOTALPER and
EST_CONTR fields for a project by minority interval.
Combine the restructured data from TOTALPER_MININT and ESTCOST_MININT tabs
in a new tab named “TIP_MININT” by PROJECT_MP. See Table C.5 below for how
the combined data appears for PROJECT_MP = 194567.
Compute the funding amounts by minority intervals for the 6 project categories
from the Draft TIP Map in the TIP_MININT tab by summing the funding amounts by
intervals and by project categories. See Table C.6 below for an example of how
funding amounts are calculated for the interstate projects category by minority
intervals.
Create a new Excel sheet named “Summary” with funding amounts by minority
intervals for project categories only instead of individual project-wise funding
distributions. Compute the total funding amounts by minority intervals across all the
project categories by summing the funding amounts of all the project categories by
intervals. Table C.7 below shows the funding amount distributions by minority
intervals across all the categories.
Copy the aggregated total and minority population in each interval into the
Summary sheet (as depicted in Table C.7) from the MIN_MININT feature class
produced in Appendix B Section V.A.2b.
Compute per-capita funding amount for a minority interval by dividing its total
funding amount by its aggregated total population.

5. MPMS Projects Funding by Poverty - Table
a. Repeat Section I.B.1-4 using the POV_bg from Appendix A Section II.A.3.b and
POV_POVINT feature classes from Appendix B Section V.A.4.b in place of the minority
data.
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Table C.2 Sample TIP Project Buffers by Minority Intervals Data as Exported from GIS for a Project
OBJECTID

MP_MININT

FIRST_FIRST_MIN_
FIRST_FIRST_PROJECT FIRST_FIRST_PROJECT FIRST_FIRST_PROJECT
SUM_SUM_TOTALPER
INTERVAL
_MP
_ID
_1

FIRST_FIRST_EST_CONSTR

21

194567_0 - 6.62

0 - 6.62

50.6459659

194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

122000

22

194567_6.63 - 15.26

6.63 - 15.26

49.35403844

194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

122000

Table C.3 Restructuring the TOTALPER Field in the “TOTALPER_MININT” Tab
FIRST_FIRST_PRO FIRST_FIRST_PRO FIRST_FIRST_PROJECT FIRST_FIRST_MIN
JECT_MP
JECT_ID
_1
_INTERVAL
194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

0 - 6.62

194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

6.63 - 15.26

194567 Total

87697

Bridge Replacement

0.00% - 6.62%

6.63% - 15.26%

15.27% - 32.29% 32.30% - 59.07% 59.08% - 95.65%

50.6

SUM_SUM_TOTAL
PER
50.6459659

49.4
50.6

49.35403844

49.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

Table C.4 Computing Project Funding Amounts by Minority Intervals in the “ESTCOST_MININT” tab
FIRST_FIRST_PRO FIRST_FIRST_PRO FIRST_FIRST_PROJECT FIRST_FIRST_MIN
JECT_MP
JECT_ID
_1
_INTERVAL
194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

0 - 6.62

194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

6.63 - 15.26

194567 Total

87697

Bridge Replacement

0.00% - 6.62%

6.63% - 15.26% 15.27% - 32.29% 32.30% - 59.07% 59.08% - 95.65%

$61,788
$60,212
$61,788

$60,212

$0

$0

SUM_SUM_TOT FIRST_FIRST_EST
ALPER
_CONSTR
50.6459659

$122,000

49.35403844

$122,000

$0

$122,000

Table C.5 Combining TOTALPER_MININT and ESTCOST_MININT by PROJECT_MP in the “TIP_MININT” tab
PROJECT_MP

PROJECT_ID

PROJECT TYPE

194567

87697

Bridge Replacement

Percent Minority Population Intervals
0.00% - 6.62%

6.63% - 15.26%

50.6

49.4

$61,788

$60,212

15.27% - 32.29%

32.30% - 59.07%

59.08% - 95.65%

Total
100.0

$0
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Table C.6 Calculating Funding Amounts by Minority Intervals for Interstate Projects
Percent Minority Population Intervals
PROJECT_MP

PROJECT_ID

PROJECT TYPE

Total
0.00% - 6.62%

202779

572287

89917

110410

Interstate Maintenance Program

Interstate Maintenance Program

6.63% - 15.26%

15.27% - 32.29%

32.30% - 59.07%

59.08% - 95.65%

73.0

27.0

100.0

$19,089,434

$7,049,567

$26,139,000

24.1

47.7

15.2

13.0

100.0

$2,291,566

$4,530,270

$1,447,561

$1,230,603

$9,500,000

60.0%

32.5%

4.1%

3.5%

100.0%

$21,381,000

$11,579,837

$1,447,561

$1,230,603

$35,639,000

All Interstate Projects (2)

Table C.7 TIP Funding Distribution by Minority Intervals in the “Summary” sheet
Percent Population Minority - Block Group Intervals

Population Shares by Interval

All Road Maintenance Projects (27)
highway reconstruction/restoration and 409 projects
All Bicycle/Pedestrian Projects (2)
All Bridge Projects (60)
bridge preservation, restoration and replacement projects
All Congestion Reduction Projects (2)
All Interstate Projects (2)
All Safety Improvement Projects (1)
All Study Projects (1)

All Projects (95)

0.00% - 6.62%

6.63% - 15.26%

Total Population

185,981

120,362

80,352

32,187

21,722

440,604

Regional Share of Total Population (in %)

42.2%

27.3%

18.2%

7.3%

4.9%

100.0%

Minority Population

5,768

12,571

17,384

15,504

16,073

67,300

Regional Share of Minority Population (in %)

8.6%

18.7%

25.8%

23.0%

23.9%

100.0%

15.27% - 32.29% 32.30% - 59.07% 59.08% - 95.65%

TOTAL

Percentage of Funding

22.6%

15.4%

60.8%

1.1%

0.0%

99.9%

Amount of Funding

$35,400,558

$24,186,002

$95,221,412

$1,680,205

$28,635

$156,668,739

Percentage of Funding
Amount of Funding
Percentage of Funding

38.3%
$1,142,963
8.0%

30.2%
$902,277

69.1%

4.0%
$118,543
8.2%

27.6%
$824,217
14.3%

100.0%
$2,988,000
99.6%

Amount of Funding

$33,947,835

$4,035,182

$3,936,296

$6,999,000

$49,112,000

Percentage of Funding
Amount of Funding
Percentage of Funding

13.3%
$1,304,823
60.0%

2.7%
$260,801
32.5%

84.0%
$8,234,376
4.1%

3.5%

100.0%
$9,800,000
100.0%

Amount of Funding

$21,381,000

$11,579,837

$1,447,561

$1,230,603

$35,639,000

Percentage of Funding

32.6%

65.9%

98.5%

Amount of Funding

$1,183,680

$2,390,704

$3,629,000

Percentage of Funding
Amount of Funding

51.6%
$881,177

48.4%
$826,823

100.0%
$1,708,000

Percentage of Funding

36.3%

16.7%

42.4%

1.5%

3.0%

99.8%

Amount of Funding

$94,099,074

$43,397,891

$109,982,609

$3,813,085

$7,851,852

$259,544,739

Per-Capita Funding
$506
$361
$1,369
$118
$361
$589.07
Note 1 - Block groups are associated with project if they fall within a 500 foot buffer around the project line segment.
Note 2 - TIP projects that do not have any specific geographical area of improvements are excluded from this table, including a total of 16 projects: 1 bridge replacement, 1 planning/research/administration, 3 public transit and 11
reserve line items. Public transit projects include replacing buses and vans and funding for operating assistance to transit agencies. Reserve line items include reserve funds for surface transportation, road safety audits,
delivery/consultant assistance, transportation alternatives program, signal improvements, ridesharing/vanpooling programs, CMAQ, bridges, highways, and transit. In total, these 16 projects amount to $98,413,000.
Note 3 - Per capita estimate based on the amount of spending and the population within each Minority Population interval.

Sources for Tables C.2-C.7: MPMS Draft TIP Projects Point Shapefile; MPMS Draft TIP Projects Line Shapefile; 2012-2016 ACS 5-Year Estimates
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I.C.

Qualitative Assessment Question Template

Part A

Assessment of the Distributional Impacts

1.0

What categories of projects are recommended in the Plan, or included in the TIP?

1.1

Which categories of projects should be categorized as having high potential for adverse
impacts? What are the adverse impacts of this project category? Are there benefits that
potentially offset the adverse impacts of this project category?

1.2

Which categories of projects should be categorized as having potential benefits for EJ
populations and/or lower potential for adverse impacts? What are the benefits or
adverse impacts of this project category?

1.3

Which categories of projects should be categorized as being inherently beneficial for EJ
populations and/or have low potential for adverse impacts? What are the impacts or
benefits of this project category?

1.4

What percentage of projects fall within each project category?

2.0

How is available transportation funding being spent?

2.1

What is the total amount and percentage of funding being spent on each project
category?





For each project category, how is funding distributed among EJ and non-EJ
populations, given the spatial location of projects?
How does the spatial distribution of transportation assets (e.g., lane miles,
bridges, poor bridges) affect the spatial distribution of funding among EJ and
non-EJ populations?
Are there evident disparities in funding of EJ and non-EJ populations that need
to be identified and addressed?

2.2

Within the category of inherently beneficial projects, how is transportation funding being
spent?
 How is funding distributed among EJ and non-EJ populations given the spatial
location of projects?
 Are there evident disparities in funding of EJ and non-EJ populations that need
to be identified and addressed?

2.3

Are there any programmatic challenges to allocating additional funding to inherently
beneficial projects in EJ areas? If so, what are the challenges?

3.0

What potential impacts will the set of planned or programmed projects have on the
following performance measures? Consider all projects, regardless of whether they
have a spatial location or not.
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3.1

Transit
 Access to (frequent) transit
 Transit reliability
How do the impacts of the Plan or TIP compare for EJ and non-EJ populations?

3.2

Bike/Ped Infrastructure
 Access to bike/pedestrian networks?
 Connectivity of bike/pedestrian networks?
 Condition of bike/pedestrian infrastructure?
How do the impacts of the Plan or TIP compare for EJ and non-EJ populations?

3.3

Safety



Bicycling Crashes
Pedestrian Crashes

How do the impacts of the Plan or TIP compare for EJ and non-EJ populations?
3.4

Bridge Conditions
 Bridges with structural deficiencies
How do the impacts of the Plan or TIP compare for EJ and non-EJ populations?

3.5

Regional Accessibility and Mobility
 Number of job opportunities with x minutes of travel time
 Number of shopping or non-shopping opportunities within x minutes of travel
time
 Average travel times
How do the impacts compare for transit and auto users?
How do the impacts of the Plan or TIP compare for EJ and non-EJ populations?

3.6

Are there any projects that have potential adverse impacts that should be flagged for a
closer environmental review of EJ during the NEPA project development phase (e.g.,
projects that involve right-of-way acquisition, air quality, noise, safety)?
 What are the potential adverse impacts?
 What are the benefits of the project?
 Has public engagement been conducted to inform this project? If so, describe.

3.7

Plan and TIP Evaluation Questions
 Does the Plan or TIP potentially address or worsen any identified performance
measure disparities between EJ and non-EJ populations?
 How does the Plan or TIP address any identified EJ needs and concerns?
 How does the Plan or TIP address the travel needs of persons who do not have
access to a personal vehicle?
 Is there any delay in the receipt of benefits for EJ populations from the projects
being planned or programmed? For example, are near-term investments being
made in non-EJ areas, while investments in EJ areas are planned or programmed
for later in time?
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Part B

Consideration of EJ Populations in the Regional Planning Process

1.0

How is EJ incorporated into MPO regional planning processes?

1.1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Has the MPO established goals or objectives that are related to equity or EJ?
Has the MPO incorporated EJ criteria into the regional project selection process?
How does the planning process respond to EJ analyses produced and imbalances
identified?
What technical assistance, if any, is delivered by the MPO to local partners to
address the needs of EJ populations?
Are there any funding programs provided by the MPO to local organizations or
partnering agencies outside the TIP process to benefit EJ populations?

2.0

What approaches have been taken to ensure inclusion of EJ populations in the MPO’s
public engagement efforts?

1.2

1.

2.
3.
4.

What steps have been taken to engage and ensure involvement of minority and low
income populations in the planning process? Has the effectiveness of these steps
been evaluated?
Are there mechanisms in place to ensure that the issues and concerns raised by lowincome and minority populations are considered in the decision-making process?
Does the MPO maintain working relationships with local organizations or partners
that represent EJ populations or interests?
Has the MPO undertaken any studies separate from the LRTP planning process that
help identify the needs and concerns of EJ populations?
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I.D.

MPO Case Examples

Project location and investment mapping analyses vary greatly among MPOs nationwide. While no MPO
has implemented the analysis exactly as recommended in this Guide, numerous MPOs incorporate
similar principles and approaches. These include categorizing projects by impact, mapping projects
relative to EJ populations (but taking a geography-based approach), assessing the distribution of funding
among EJ populations (also taking a geography-based approach), considering findings from other EJ
analyses, and providing a qualitative discussion of the distribution of impacts.

Project Mapping by Category
Wichita Area MPO prepared a
supplemental analysis for its Long
Range Transportation Plan that
assigned projects to one of three
categories:

Figure C.3 Witchita Area MPO LRTP project mapping by category

1) “Preservation” projects that
involve rebuilding a roadway or
other facility without changing
the number of travel lanes or
other features;
2) “Modernization” projects that
involve significant enhancements
to a facility, but without an
increase in the number of travel
lanes. (An intersection
reconstruction is an example of a
modernization project and so is a
Source: Wichita Area MPO, Move 2040
roadway project that added left
and right turn lanes, acceleration
lanes, or a new traffic signal but no new through lane additions); and
3) “Expansion” projects that involve adding significant new capacity.
Projects were mapped and overlain with a layer indicating areas of concentrations of low-income and
minority populations (see Figure C.3). The number and percentage of projects were compared with the
percentages of persons living in EJ areas. Although the analysis employs a geography-based approach
that may overlook EJ population members, the use of impact-based project categories allows for
meaningful consideration of the spatial distribution of projects. In addition, a qualitative narrative was
provided that assesses the potential for disproportionately adverse impacts and places the findings in
the context of the overall plan.

Route Mile Distribution
Ocala-Marion County TPO calculated per capita spending for funded roadway, unfunded roadway,
transit, and trail projects. The agency calculated per capita spending and reported route miles within
each project category. Showing route miles and per capita funding provided additional context for
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assessing the distribution between EJ and non-EJ areas. Calculating per capita funding by project funding
category can highlight patterns of spending for categories such as bike, pedestrian, transit, trail projects,
and safety projects that are generally found to deliver community livability benefits with fewer potential
burdens than roadway expansion projects. When placing funding in a per capita and route mile context,
the analysis indicates most project categories are relatively fairly balanced, however trails had only 8 out
of 66 miles in EJ areas with spending at $24 per person versus $128 per non-EJ individual, as shown in
Table C.8. Gaps such as this identified through a benefits and burdens analysis indicate a need to
consider targeting resources to EJ areas to address identified imbalances.
Table C.8 Example of Per Capita Analysis of Funding for Ocala-Marion County TPO
EJ Areas
Non-EJ Areas
Total
Population
140,848
192,655
333,503
Percent of Population
40.4%
59.6%
100%
Cost Feasible Trails (2020-2040)
$3,406,000
$24,693,000
$28,100,000
Per Capita
$24
$128
$84
New Trails Mileage
8
58
66
Existing Mileage, All Trails
19
19
38
Source: Ocala-Marion Transportation Planning Organization, (2015). 2040 Long Range Plan

Population-Based Assessment of Funding Distribution
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) prepared a population/use-based investment analysis
that takes into consideration how different populations within the region use the regional
transportation system. The share of funding allocated to EJ populations (low-income and minority) was
determined by weighting investments in transit and roadways by usage rates of EJ populations, then
summing the weighted figures for the two modes to produce overall transportation system investment
amount. The same was done for non-EJ populations. The portions of funding can then be compared to
the percentage of regional trips taken by each population category and the percentage of the regional
population, as shown in Table C.9. Transportation system usage data was gathered through a regional
travel survey. MPOs that do not have the capacity to carry out a travel survey can compare investment
to usage in a qualitative narrative using American Community Survey Means of Transportation to Work
estimates.
Table C.9 MTC’s Transportation Investment Analysis Results by Population Subgroups, All Modes

Minority Status

Low-Income
Status

Subgroup
Minority
Non-Minority
Total
Low-Income
Not Low-Income
Total

Total Plan Bay
Area Funding
(Millions of YOE $)
$149,119
$128,580
$277,699
$109,445
$168,254
$277,699

% of Total
Funding
54%
46%
100%
39%
61%
100%

% of Average
Daily Regional
Trips
43%
57%
100%
18%
82%
100%

% of Regional
Population
58%
42%
100%
31%
69%
100%

Source: Metropolitan Transportation Commission, Plan Bay Area Equity Analysis Report, 2013.
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Spatial Distribution of Investments
SEDA-COG assessed distribution of the region’s 2019 Twelve Year Plan investments among areas
designated as “High Minority Only”, “In-Poverty Only”, “Both High Minority” and “High In-Poverty”, and
“Neither High Minority nor High In-Poverty” (see Figure C.4). Investments are assessed by project type
and investments are compared to the portion of the region’s roadways in each geography type. A brief
qualitative discussion of the table is provided, suggesting that the majority of funding is allocated to
highway and bridges. The analysis concludes that while most of the funding is not located in EJ areas,
the projects will provide benefits to the region as a whole by enhancing access to jobs. When evaluated
on a dollar per roadway mile basis, SEDA-COG MPO finds that spending is equitable.
Figure C.4 Transportation Investment by Category by Proximity to high Minority
and/or High In-Poverty Populations within the SEDA-COG MPO Region (2019-2030)

Source: SEDA-COG, Benefits & Burdens Analysis, SEDA-COG MPO Transportation
Program 2019-2030
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II.

Regional Access and Travel Time
II.A.
Assess Impacts of Plans and Programs on Number of Destinations
Accessible and Travel Times
Assessing Regional Access Using a Travel Demand Model: A Population-Weighted Approach
Population-weighted methods, when combined with travel demand modeling outputs, can be useful for
assessing the benefits and burdens of transportation plans, policies, and programs and how these
effects may be borne differently by EJ populations and non-EJ populations. The results of such modeling
can facilitate comparisons of accessibility and/or travel times to jobs, shopping and activity centers,
among other topics. Through the use of
Population-Weighted Method: Calculating
baseline and future scenarios, MPOs can
Average Number of Job Opportunities
determine if their transportation plans, policies,
and programs widen or close the gap in access
NIRPC described the method it used to calculate
to and travel time to important opportunity
select population-weighted measures, as
destinations and services between EJ and nonsummarized below.
EJ populations.
NIRPC used data from the Quarterly Census of
The Northwest Indiana Regional Planning
Employment and Wages and future year
Commission (NIRPC) used its travel demand
projections of jobs. Using these job numbers and
model (TDM) and a population-weighted
the estimated travel time between TAZs, all jobs
method to identify EJ populations and compare
were identified within a 20-minute transit and
their access and average travel times to key
auto travel time of a given TAZ. This number was
opportunity destinations. To carry out its
then multiplied by the EJ weight of the TAZ. The
population-weighted method, the MPO
weight adjusted number of job opportunities was
calculated the percent of the total regional
then summed up across all TAZs to produce a
minority and low-income population living
regional weighted average of jobs for a given EJ
within each TAZ. The percentage of the regional
population and mode type.
EJ population within each TAZ is used as the
Assume that TAZ 1 has three other TAZs within a
weight within the model.
20-minute drive: TAZ 2, TAZ 3, and TAZ 4. Assume
NIRPC developed eleven performance
that the total of jobs in in these TAZs is 100. The
measures reflecting accessibility and travel time
minority weight in TAZ 1 is .10, meaning that 10%
measures. The key measures and metrics for
of the region’s population resides in TAZ 1. The
the performance measures are shown in Table
weight-adjusted number of job opportunities is
C.10.
100 x 0.10, or 10 jobs. This same metric is applied
to all TAZs in the region and then summed to
The performance measures were compared for
produce a weighted average number of job
three different scenarios: the existing year
opportunities within a 20 minute drive for
baseline scenario; the long range fiscally
minority populations.
constrained scenario; and the long range
fiscally unconstrained scenario (projects
without a committed funding source for

Source: NIRPC. 2011. Plan 2040 for Northwest Indiana.
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implementation). Each performance
measure was reported across all three
scenarios to compare each scenario’s
relative effects on EJ populations. The
individual measures are also reported in
terms of transit and auto trips.

Population-Weighted Method: Calculating Average
Travel Times for Commuting Trips

A description of how NIRPC calculated
the average number of job
opportunities using the travel demand
model and the population-weighted
method is provided in the
accompanying text box, “PopulationWeighted Method: Calculating Average
Number of Job Opportunities”.

Travel times, trip volumes and trip purposes between
TAZs are outputs of the travel demand model. This
measure focuses only on home-based work (HBW) trips.
For each origin-destination TAZ pair, travel times were
weighted using the ratio of origin-destination HBW trip
volume to the total number of HBW trips from the origin
TAZ to all TAZs. This number was then summed for all
destinations from a given TAZ. The result was a tripweighted HBW travel time measure.

Average travel times for commuting,
shopping, and other home-based trips
was calculated using the same
population-weighted methodology as
the accessibility measures. How NIRPC
calculated the average travel time for
commuting trips – an example of an
average travel time measure – is
provided in the accompanying text box,
“Population-Weighted Method:
Calculating Average Travel Times for
Commuting Trips”.
Sample graphics depicting the output of
this population-based method by
scenario and by auto and transit are
shown for select accessibility and travel
time measures (see Figure C.5 and
Figure C.6).
NIRPC’s analysis considers each
individual performance measure by
comparing the impacts between EJ and
non-EJ populations for each scenario
and by comparing the changes between
the baseline and future year scenarios.
Modal differences in performance were
also compared.

NIRPC described the method it used to compute select
population-weighted travel time measures, as
summarized below.

Each TAZ’s trip-weighted HBW travel time measure was
multiplied by the EJ population weights and summed
across the entire region to produce a weighted average
travel time for mandatory purposes for each of the EJ
populations.
For example, assume TAZ 1 has the following HBW trip
volumes to other TAZs:
Destination TAZ

HBW Trip
Volume

Travel Time

1

30

0

2

60

10

3

10

20

The trip-weighted HBW travel time for TAZ 1 would be
30x0/100 + 60x10/100 + 10x20/100 or 8 minutes.
If we assume that TAZ 1 houses 50% of the region’s
minority population, the weight-adjusted travel time in
TAZ 1 for the minority population would be 8x0.5 or 4.
This number would be added to the minority weightadjusted travel times of TAZs 2 and 3 to produce the
weighted average travel time for the region.
Source: NIRPC. 2011. Plan 2040 for Northwest Indiana.

Based on the analyzed measures, NIRPC’s plan evaluation concluded that environmental justice
communities did not appear to benefit or have undue burdens placed upon them under the constrained
South Central Pennsylvania Environmental Justice Unified Process and Methodology
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plan scenarios. However, NIRPC cautioned that the plan itself was grounded in a growth and
revitalization vision that involve the development of “livable centers” throughout the region and an end
to sprawl land use patterns. According to NIRPC, if the vision is achieved it would bring more
reinvestment, jobs and retail closer to the places currently inhabited by the region’s low-income and
minority populations.
Observations. In assessing its findings, NIRPC acknowledged that EJ populations already have the
greater proximity to destinations and shorter travel times than non-EJ populations in the region. The
MPO also noted that the focus on transportation measures only explained part of the story for its lowincome and minority communities, and that non-transportation barriers to accessing opportunity must
be acknowledged and studied. For example, while the measure of average job opportunities includes all
jobs within the specified travel distance, it does not control for available jobs within specific skills and
education levels. Considering the skill and education level requirements of jobs would necessitate a
more nuanced analysis measure of the job opportunities truly available for some potential low-income
workers. Similarly, NIRPC acknowledged that access to major retail centers is not particularly important
if populations do not have discretionary income for shopping.
Table C.10 NIRPC Performance Measures Used in EJ Analysis
Performance Measure
Access to Jobs – Average Number of Job Opportunities Close
Access to Shopping – Average Number Shopping Opportunities
Close
Access to All Other Destinations – Average Number of NonShopping Opportunities Close
Access to Education – Percent of Population Close to a College
or University
Access to Health – Percent of Population Close to a Hospital
Access to Major Retail - Percent of Population Close to a Major
Retail Destination
Access to Livable Centers - Percent of Population Close to a
Livable Center
Average Travel Time for Mandatory (Work Commute) Purposes
Average Travel Time for Shopping Purposes
Average Travel Time for Other Purposes
Average Travel Time for All Purposes
Source: NIRPC, 2011. Plan 2040 for Northwest Indiana.

Metric / Data from Model
Jobs within 20 minutes
Home-Based Shopping Trips within 10
Minutes
Home-Based Non Work, Non-Shopping Trips
within 10 minutes
Percent of Population within 20 minutes of a
University or College
Percent of Population within 20 minutes of a
Hospital
Percent of Population within 20 minutes of a
Major Retail Center
Percent of Population within 20 minutes of a
Livable Center
Average Travel Time in Minutes
Average Travel Time in Minutes
Average Travel Time in Minutes
Average Travel Time in Minutes

There were some other travel demand modeling-related limitations. The NIRPC model only considered
the in-vehicle travel time for auto and transit. Walk times and wait and transfer times were not
included but consume a significant portion of the overall transit time. With little socioeconomic
information by race or income available for future years, the approach only used base year populationweights to differentiate populations by TAZ in the future years.
Although not a limitation of the population-weighted TDM itself, a percent change comparison of access
and travel time from the baseline to the long range plan year for EJ and non-EJ populations could
improve evaluation of the modeling results. Comparing the percent change of accessibility and traveltime benefits received by EJ and non-EJ populations enables an analyst to assess which demographic
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groups may be experiencing a faster or slower rate of improvement. Comparing the relative change in
benefits that each group receives is one means for assessing how equitable the plan is.
Interpretation can be particularly challenging in circumstances when there is an observed improvement
(e.g., improved job access or travel times) under a future build condition for all populations relative to
the baseline, but the larger share of benefits is received by non-EJ populations. From such results, NIRPC
stated that this can be viewed as everyone benefiting rather than benefits falling disproportionately to
non-EJ populations. MPOs should be cautious in making such a determination from the evaluation. This
type of imbalance may also warrant other strategies to address observed disparities or unmet needs.

Figure C.5 Access to Jobs by Auto and Transit

Figure C.6 Average Travel Time to Work by Auto and
Transit

Source: Northwest Indiana Regional Planning Council (NIRPC), 2040 Comprehensive Regional Plan, 2011
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II.B.
Assess Regional Access as a Current Condition using Open Trip
Planner (Instructions)
Modeling Access to Jobs in York County, PA using Open Trip Planner
This analysis measures the average number of jobs in York County that are accessible to resident EJ and
non-EJ populations in York County, PA. The analysis was conducted using OpenTripPlanner (OTP) – an
open source multi-modal trip planning tool written in JAVA. The following four steps broadly outline the
method followed in this analysis (All of these steps were repeated for 15, 30 and 45 minutes travel time
isochrones for cars as well as transit):





Creating travel time isochrones using OTP for every block group in the region using their
centroids as origin.
Importing the isochrones into GIS to join them with census block points (destination blocks) that
fall inside each isochrone.
Summing the number of jobs in accessible destination blocks to count the number of jobs
accessible by each isochrone.
Weighing the number of jobs accessible by each block group’s isochrone by the percent of
regional EJ and non-EJ population living in the block group. Summing the number of weighted
accessible jobs for the entire region for EJ and non-EJ populations to produce a weighted
average number of accessible jobs.

Findings
The analysis shows that compared to non-minority and non-low-income populations, minority and lowincome populations have access to a higher number of jobs by auto as well as transit (see Figure C.7 and
Figure C.8). Both minority and low-income populations also have access to a higher number of low-wage
jobs in the region.
The figures also illustrate that a significantly greater number of jobs are accessible by auto than by
transit for both EJ and non-EJ populations. The relative significance of low-wage jobs in comparison to
all jobs is also illustrated.
It can be observed that within 15, 30 and 45 minutes, minority populations can access approximately 4.4
times, 4.08 times and 4.3 times more number of jobs respectively compared to non-minority
populations by transit. On the other hand, by car, minority populations can access approximately 2.7
times, 1.62 times and 1.2 times more number of jobs respectively than non-minority populations. A
similar pattern is also observed for low-income and non-low-income populations. This may indicate that
minority and low-income populations are relatively more likely to be residing closer to jobs or in the
places that can reach jobs via transit.
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Figure C.7 Average Number of Jobs Accessible within 15, 30 and 45 Minutes by Mode to Minority and NonMinority Populations
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Source: Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access; Pennsylvania OpenStreetMap (OSM); rabbittransit General Transit Feed
Specification (GTFS); LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES), 2015
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Figure C.8 Average Number of Jobs Accessible within 15, 30 and 45 Minutes by Mode to Low-Income and Not
Low-Income Populations
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Instructions for Modeling Job Access for EJ and Non-EJ Populations Using Open Trip Planner
1. Required data:
a. GTFS Data – Download GTFS data for York County from rabbittransit’s website using this
URL: http://www.rabbittransit.org/infopoint/gtfs/google_transit.zip. In order to be
used by OTP, the dataset must be a ZIP file and must follow the format described here:
http://gtfs.org/examples/.
b. OpenStreetMap (OSM) Data – Download the OpenStreets map by GEOFABRIK for
Pennsylvania in PBF format using this link: https://download.geofabrik.de/north-

america/us/pennsylvania.html.
c. 2017 Tiger/Line Block Group Shapefile, US Census Bureau
d. 2017 Tiger/Line Block Shapefile, US Census Bureau
e. LEHD Workplace Area Characteristics (WAC), 2015
2. Required software:
a. OpenTripPlanner (OTP) – Used to create travel time isochrones for a given origin point
based on the OSM and GTFS data. GTFS data informs OTP about York’s transit network agencies, stops, routes, trips, stop_times, calender, fare_attributes, frequencies and
transfers. OSM data informs OTP about York’s street network - buildings, land use,
places, railways, roads, traffic, transport and waterways.
b. RStudio – Runs an R code to submit isochrone queries to OTP and save the resultant
GEOJSON output files. RStudio is a free and open source software that is based on R.
Here is a link to download it: https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/.
c. QGIS – Opens GEOJSON files and converts them into SHP files for ArcMap. QGIS is an
open source GIS software that is capable of directly importing GEOJSON files. It can be
downloaded from here: https://qgis.org/en/site/forusers/download.html.
d. ArcMap – Used to compute the number of jobs that fall within the travel isochrones and
link them with their respective block groups’ demographics data.
e. Excel – Calculate the population weights given to number of jobs that fall within the
travel isochrones and average number of accessible jobs.
3. Step I - Creating travel isochrones for auto and transit using OTP
a. Clipping Pennsylvania’s OSM file:
i.

Clip Pennsylvania’s OSM file to York County’s extents using the latitude and
longitude information of a bounding rectangle in WGS 1984 geographic coordinate
system (OSM’s default coordinate system). The resultant OSM file for York County
will be given as an input to OTP. The OSM file can be clipped in the following way:



On a LINUX system: Use osmconvert command to clip the OSM file as explained
here: http://docs.opentripplanner.org/en/latest/Basic-Tutorial/
On a Windows system: Download and install osmconvert.exe to run osmconvert
command on Windows using this link:
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmconvert
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b. Setting up the folders and files required to run OTP:

i.

Download OTP’s up-to-date – version 1.2.0 - .shaded.jar file as per the instructions
on OTP’s website at the following URL:
http://docs.opentripplanner.org/en/latest/Getting-OTP/. This page contains a link
to the OTP directory at Maven Central
(https://repo1.maven.org/maven2/org/opentripplanner/otp/) for file download.
This single stand-alone runnable JAR file provides the OTP code and functions that
are used to set up the input data and create isochrones.
ii. Create a base folder named “otp” with the following files and folder inside it:



The downloaded .shaded.jar file
A sub-folder named “graphs” – Place the downloaded GTFS and clipped OSM
data in a new folder named [name of region] inside it. In this case, we will name
it “York”.

iii. Refer to Part 1 of the following document (Page 2) to know more about the
directory system required by OTP: https://github.com/marcusyoung/otptutorial/raw/master/intro-otp.pdf.
c. Setting up OTP
i.

Open Windows command prompt window and run the following commands in
sequence to start up OTP:









Java -version – to check which version of JAVA is installed on the system. OTP
needs 1.8.0 or a more recent version of JAVA to work. The output from this
command should appear as shown in Figure C.9.
Update the default working directory to the “otp” folder using the cd (change
directory) command.
java -Xmx1G -jar otp-1.2.0-shaded.jar --build graphs/York – to have OTP
compile the GTFS and OTP data together. A new object named Graphs.obj will be
created by OTP in the York folder as a result of this command.
java -Xmx2G -jar otp-1.2.0-shaded.jar --router York --graphs graphs --server – to
have OTP running on the web interface. The output from this command will say
“Grizzly server running” in the end if this command is executed properly (see
Figure C.10). OTP web interface should now be able to plan a trip between any
two points in York County. It can be accessed using the following URL:
http://localhost:8080/.
The web interface will appear as shown in Figure C.11 and Figure C.12.
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Figure C.9 Screenshot of the Output from java –version Command

Figure C.10 Screenshot of the Output from java -Xmx2G -jar otp-1.2.0-shaded.jar --router York --graphs graphs -server command
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Figure C.11 Screenshot of OTP Web Interface Planning a Transit Trip between a Start and End Point

Figure C.12 Screenshot of OTP Web Interface Planning an Auto Trip between a Start and End Point
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d. Creating isochrones using GIS and R
i.

Creating centroid points for every block group and determining their latitude and
longitude:






Create a new block group shapefile projected into WGS 1984 geographic
coordinate system (OSM’s default coordinate system) using the Project tool in
GIS.
Create points at each block group’s centroid using the Feature to Point tool.
Compute latitude and longitude fields for these points using the Calculate
Geometry tool.
Export this data in XLSX format using the Table to Excel tool.

ii. Generating 15 minutes travel isochrones for each block group for car:





Import the excel file with each block group’s latitude and longitude information
into R.
Using httr package, write a code in R that sends isochrone queries for each block
group to the OTP (see Figure C.13 for an example of this code). This code uses
the following inputs:
 Latitude and longitude of each block group’s centroid – as the origin
point for an isochrone
 GEOID of each block group – to name the output file
 Mode of travel – “CAR”
 Date of Travel – “07-10-2018”
 Time of Day – “09:00am”
 Travel time for Isochrone – 900 sec
 Location of a folder – a new folder to save the output file
Run this code to generate and save a separate GEOJSON file for every block
group at a specified folder location. Each of these files will be named after their
respective block group’s GEOIDs.
Note: OTP may give an error and this code may not generate
isochrones for a few block groups. In our experience, this happened
for 12 block groups in York. For these block groups, manually entering
an isochrone query (using up to two decimal points for latitude and
longitude of the block group’s centroid) in the internet browser solved
this problem. Following is an example of such a query:
http://localhost:8080/otp/routers/York/isochrone?fromPlace=39.96.63
7,-76.43&mode=CAR&date=07-10-2018&time=9:00am&cutoffSec=900.
Go to Part 2 (Page 4) of this document to learn more about URL queries:

https://github.com/marcusyoung/otp-tutorial/raw/master/introotp.pdf.
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Many other inputs can be given to an isochrone query in OTP. Use this link
to learn more about other possible inputs:
http://dev.opentripplanner.org/apidoc/1.0.0/resource_LIsochrone.html.

iii. Use “WALK,BUS” as a Mode of travel in the above code to create isochrones for
transit. Save the output files in a new folder by updating the given Folder Location.
Other inputs such as “maxWalkDistance” and “walkReluctance” may also be added
(see Figure C. 14 for an example of this code).
iv. Change the travel time for Isochrones to 1800 sec for the 30 Minutes analysis and
2700 sec for the 45 Minutes analysis. For each pair of travel time and mode, save
the output files in a new folder by updating the given Folder Location.

Figure C.13 R Code for generating 15 minutes isochrones for travel by Car
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Figure C. 14 R Code for generating 15 minutes isochrones for travel by Transit

4. Step II – Saving the GEOJSON files as shapefiles using QGIS
a. Open the Isochrone files for a travel time and mode in QGIS using the Add Vector Layer
tool. It is located under Add Layer option in the Layer button on the Menu toolbar.
b. Merge these isochrones and export them as a shapefile using the Merge Vector Layer
tool. It is located under Data Management tools in the Vector button on the Menu
toolbar. The exported shapefile will have isochrones for each block group with a new
field named “layer” stating the GEOID of the block group.
c. Repeat the above step using the isochrone files for each travel time and mode
combination.
5. Step III – Estimating the number of jobs accessible in an isochrone
a. Preparing the 2015 LEHD WAC data for analysis (note- there are other employment data
sets that may be substituted for the LEHD WAC data)
i.

Project York County’s blocks shapefile into the Pennsylvania Polyconic projection
system using the Project tool.
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ii. Create points at each blocks’ centroid using the Feature to Point tool and save the
output as a new shapefile. Select and join the County’s 2015 LEHD WAC data to this
block points shapefile.
b. Joining the isochrones with minority and poverty data
i.

Join the minority and below poverty population by block group data to the
isochrone shapefiles using GEOID.
ii. Project the isochrone shapefiles into the Pennsylvania Polyconic projection system
using the Project tool.
c. Joining the Isochrones with LEHD WAC block points data
i.

Join the LEHD WAC block points data to the isochrone Shapefiles based on spatial
location such that points are joined to polygons. Select ‘Sum’ in the ‘Join Data’
window to summarize the numeric attributes of the block points that fall inside an
isochrone by summation. The output data will now contain the following additional
fields (see Figure C.15):



A sum field stating the total number of jobs that fall within each isochrone.
A sum field stating the total number of low wage jobs that fall within each
isochrone.
 A count field stating the number of blocks that fall inside each isochrone.
ii. Export the data as an XLSX file using the Table to Excel tool.
Figure C.15 Screenshot of 30 Minute Travel Isochrones Data for Cars after Joining it with Demographic and WAC
data

6. Step IV – Calculating the weighted average number of jobs accessible in Excel
a. Open the exported data in excel to compute population-weighted average number of
jobs accessible to EJ and non-EJ populations in the region.
b. The following fields will be used to calculate this weighted average:



Total and minority population by block group
Total and below poverty population by block group
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Number of jobs accessible from an origin block group in 15, 30 and 45 minutes
by car and by transit
 Number of low wage jobs accessible by a block group in 15, 30 and 45 minutes
by car and by transit
c. The formula used for computing the weighted average number of jobs accessible by
York county in T minutes by M mode is as follows:

𝐴 𝑇,𝑀 = ∑ (

𝑃𝐵𝐺
× 𝑁𝐵𝐺 )
𝑃𝐶

Where,
𝐴 𝑇,𝑀 = Weighted average number of jobs accessible in T minutes by Mode M
𝑃𝐵𝐺 = EJ (or non-EJ) population of the block group
𝑃𝐶 = Total EJ (or non-EJ) population of the county
𝑁𝐵𝐺 = Number of jobs accessible by the block group in T minutes by Mode M
d. Display the data in the form of bar charts using the Add a Chart tool in excel.
Limitations of EJ Job Access Analysis using Open Trip Planner
The scope of this analysis was limited to jobs within York County that were accessible to County
residents in 15, 30 and 45 minutes of travel by two different modes. However, including jobs in
surrounding regions that are also accessible to York County residents in 15, 30 and 45 minutes would
make this analysis more comprehensive.
The following tasks would be required for such an analysis:
 GTFS data for surrounding regions’ transit agencies such as Capital Area Transit (CAT),
Lebanon Transit, Red Rose Transit, if relevant, should be added. These data will need to be
added to the “York folder” while setting up the GTFS data for OTP.
 The OSM data would need to be clipped to incorporate a geographic region such that it
provides street network data for places within a 45 minute isochrone wherever it may
extend. As the input file size increases, OTP may need more memory space on the system
to run.
 LEHD WAC block points data for multiple counties in neighboring states will need to be
organized such that it is available for all the places where the isochrone extends.
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II.C.

MPO Case Examples

Population Weighted Accessibility Measure
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC) The Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission
(MORPC) developed a robust set of performance measures that reflect a population-weighted method
for measuring differences in number of accessible destinations, percent of population close to
destinations, and average travel time to destinations. MORPC compared the performance measures in
current condition, 2040 no build, and 2040 TIP buildout scenarios for auto and transit using a tour-based
travel demand forecasting model (see Figure C.16). To calculate the average number of accessible jobs,
MORPC used a 20 minute peak period drive time and 40 minute transit peak period travel time. The
analysis took into account regional growth in the target populations by distributing projected growth
across the TAZs so the target population percentage in each TAZ remained the same for both the
current conditions and future scenarios.
Figure C.16 Average Number of Jobs within 20 Minute Peak Period Drive Time in MORPC region

Source: MORPC, 2011, TIP SFY 2012 to 2015

Assess Access Using Open Source Tools
York County Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO) used Open Trip Planner (OTP) to model
access to categories of destinations identified by an LRTP update stakeholder workgroup. Figure C.17
displays the results of the analysis applied to healthcare facilities, the vertical lines show the range from
minimum to maximum number of destinations accessible.
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Figure C.17 Example of Output Using Open Trip Planner: Ancillary Healthcare Facilities, YAMPO Region

Source: York County Metropolitan Planning Organization (YAMPO)
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